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Namara Hunter

There are distance markers in Shiraishi Kokoroad and Yodamari Road. 

There are 14 distance markers like the one in the photo between 3 km 

near Higashi-Sapporo and 9.5 km near Oyachi.

Look for 7 distance markers with [?] and calculate what the ?   km is. 

Before you reach the goal, please send us your answer on line with 

"Mission.2 Total: ●km." Please send us your answer.
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Namara Hunter Shoot 5 standing shots and 5 prone shots for a total of 10 
shots.
For each shot that misses the target, a 3-minute penalty 
will be incurred.
After the challenge, please take a photo of your target 
and report it to us via LINE.
After the start of the challenge, one lane will be reduced 
for every 10 minutes elapsed.
You may challenge as many times as you like, but if there 
is a waiting list, you will have to rejoin at the back of the 
line.

Go around the CP (checkpoints) 
and take the photo as the 
sample with all members in it.
Please send the photos to the 
management on line.

CP1
Sapporo Nakajima 
Sports Center

Mission.2 H o w  m a n y  k m  t o t a l ?
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CP2
Soba Restaurant 
Kikusui Nambu

CP3
Entrance to Shiroishi 

Kokorodo

CP4
Asahi Beer Garden 

Shiraishi Hamanasu Kan

CP5
Ricca SAND+α

CP6
JB ESPRESSO MORIHICO.

Cycle road sign

CP7
CAPO

CP8
Kitano Fureai Bridge

CP9 CP10
Hokkaido Bank
Curling Stadium

CP11 CP12
Toyohira ParkSapporo Dome Tsukisamu Park

？


